Compact AC Geared Motor Shin-G Series and Brushless Motors MINAS-BL Series
Notice of "CCC(China Compulsory Certification) Mark" design change

Thank you for your daily support and efforts to our business.
As captioned, due to the announcement by Certification and Accreditation Administration of the People's Republic of China ("CNCA"), the mark of CCC will be changed.
We would appreciate your understanding and cooperation with this matter.

■ Affected models:

1. Compact AC Geared Motors Shin-G Series
   International standard certified products: the last digit of part no. “G”, “A”, “B”, and “C”
2. Brushless Motors MINAS-BL Series
   All models (* The specification of DC24 V is excluded.)

■ Description of the change:

The letter of “S” will be removed from CCC mark

Current version  New version

■ Reason for the change:

As the category of CCC mark has been simplified by CNCA after 20 March 2018, the subcategory such as “S” mark (for safety product) doesn't need to be indicated hereafter. Accordingly, the letter of “S” will be removed from CCC mark.
We confirmed that the running change should be fine in this regard by CNCA statement documents.

■ Schedule of the change: from Oct 2019 production onwards.
Display part of CCC mark:

The following are "examples" for current products of each representative model.

Compact AC Geared Motors
Shin-G Series
(Lead wire type)

Compact AC Geared Motors
Shin-G Series
(Terminal box type)

Brushless Motors MINAS-BL
GV / GP Series

Brushless Motors MINAS-BL
KV Series (Flange size 38 mm sq.)

Brushless Motors MINAS-BL
KV Series (Flange size 60 mm sq. and 80 mm sq.)

Other:
There is no impact to the product quality or characteristics.